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Introduction

Online elections have been a part of society since fairly recently despite their origins in the

late 19th century. Before the global pandemic, online voting was implemented majorly for residents

living overseas or who serve in the military, and rarely for citizens within the country. Due to the

COVID-19 outbreak, many countries have turned to online voting as a solution to the mass

overcrowding that occurs at voting sites and a more efficient method of counting and receiving the

ballots.

Nowadays, online voting would be filling in the form through a phone and just submitting it.

However, there are other ways of electronic voting, such as voting machines. They require the

population to go to the voting site as usual, but instead of filling out a paper, the people fill out a

mechanical forum. The goal is that all countries turn to mobile online voting. However, countries

such as Switzerland have been hesitant to implement even electronic voting until a safe, unhackable

system is developed. Estonia has been the first and only country to have implemented online voting

for all citizens since 2005. Most other countries have established the virtual system only for citizens

who live outside the country, the military or in some cases the disabled. Countries such as Russia,

United States and Canada have been implementing trial programs to test out the online voting

systems, however, for now there are only local and regional elections conducted virtually

The implication of this new voting system, however, opens voting to new threats that are not

encountered in paper voting, such as hacking and other cyber attacks. This research report will

discuss the timeline, major countries involved in the issue, actions taken to issue, and the possible

solutions in regards to challenges with online elections.
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Definition of Key Terms

Online Elections (E-Voting)

Online elections are casting a vote through computers connected to the Internet or voting machines.

Hacking

Gaining unauthorized access to data in a system or computer.

Cyber Security

The protection of computer systems and networks from information disclosure, theft of or damage

to their hardware, software, or electronic data, as well as from the disruption or misdirection of the

services they provide.

Voting Machines

A machine used to record or tally votes.

Corruption Index

An index which ranks countries "by their perceived levels of public sector corruption, as determined

by expert assessments and opinion surveys." The CPI generally defines corruption as an "abuse of

entrusted power for private gain.” To determine this index, corruption is measured through tracking

surveys, opinions from experts, journalists, interviews with the police force, judges, anti-corruption

NGOs, etc. Researchers compile all the data and compare it to that of other countries in order to

determine how corrupt they are. Usually corruption is observed and researched in regards to

politics.

EVMs

Electronic Voting Machines is a system where the voting booth matches “the voter with a registered

card with this electronic database in order to ensure that a voter cannot cast a ballot more than

one.” This way voting integrity is maintained.
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Lever Machine

It is a machine used for voting, where each citizen casts their vote by pushing down the lever for

their chosen candidate. After they press down the lever, all of the other levers are blocked out. This

way it can prevent citizens from casting multiple votes for different people.

Background Information

The Origins of Voting Machines

In 1881 Anthony Barenek patented the first voting machines, which were for general

elections, in the United States. On October 11, 1881 in Chicago, United States, Barenek released the

specifications forming part of the Letters Patent, stating that he has “invented certain new and

useful improvements in the Voting Apparatus; and I hereby declare the following to be a full, clear

and exact description of the invention…” Even though the system was not implemented and would

not be considered online voting, it was the foundation and inspiration for the systems that led to the

ones used nowadays. Soon after Barenek’s invention, a system called Punch Card System was

introduced by Herman Hollerith in 1989. The system used punched cards to gather data for a

Census of the United States. Though the system was not used for elections, this technology was the

foundation for the voting system created in the 1960s. Despite the constant development and

modifications made on various systems throughout the 20th century, online elections did not

popularize and were not adopted.

Problems with Online Voting

Nowadays, the system is spreading, with the development of advanced technologies with

increased security. New upgrades in technology are constantly made, however, none are fool proof

or completely safe. This largely worries nations, as hackers could take advantage of the faults in the

different systems. Countries are worried that with implementing online elections they risk hackers to

tamper with results, votes, and citizens’ privacy. Despite the technological industrialization and

constant advances in online security some of the largest online platforms have been hacked

compromising information and costing companies millions. A few examples of such hacks have been

Facebook, Yahoo, LinkedIn and many more such breaches in security. Even though they were

handled and people have continued using the applications, those breaches have demonstrated how
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difficult it is to maintain people’s privacy and the safety of online information. Switzerland is one of

the countries which has tried implementing online elections as an option in voting, however, after

feeling unsafe, both the Geneva canton and Swisspost withdrew the option for online voting. The

Swisspost has stated that they are working towards a safer system; however, until then they are not

offering any online elections.

Yahoo is one of the largest web service programs used primarily for email accounts.

However, since 2013 the program has gone through multiple large scale security breaches,

jeopardizing over 3 billion email accounts’ information, and costing even more to fix. The 2016

December hack had occurred in 2013, but was only being spoken about and brought up to the

public in 2016,and was believed to be “the largest ever hack of user records.” The hack was believed

to be carried out through forged cookies in order to gain access into personal accounts. Hacks such

as the ones Yahoo has had and other large companies such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Tumbler, etc. are

one of the main reasons why countries are hesitant to turn to online voting, as it may compromise

the privacy, integrity and anonymity behind elections. The system that most nations are looking for

is the one with maximum security, because according to technical experts “no system is

unhackable”. Until tech companies are unable to defend user’s information and long term prevent

security breaches, countries are more likely to reject the innovation of online elections, despite the

convenience.

Assessments and other trials have shown that internet voting does not necessarily attract

new voters, but serves as a tool for existing voters. Moreover, nationwide use of electronic voting

could lead to a digital divide. This could lead to reluctance to participate in elections or to reduced

trust in the system as a result of insufficient transparency. The risk of manipulation of e-voting is

two sided: by hackers from outside, but also by insiders with privileged access to the system –

election officials and system administrators have high level authorization to access and may,

somehow, compromise election results.

Potential Benefits

Despite the worries and dangers connected with online elections, multiple countries have

incorporated online elections into their voting methods in order to maximize the voting population

as well as quicker results. Estonia, being the first country to fully implement and sustain the system

successfully, is one of the countries that serves as an example to all the rest (further in the report it
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is elaborated on). It is yet to be seen if the system works long term, but many countries, such as but

not limited to Panama, France, Switzerland, Russia, the USA, Bulgaria, and Canada have made

advances into implementing the system. Some of these attempts have been machine voting, online

voting for people with disabilities, online voting for regional elections, and other small scale

implementations. The main reasons why online voting is considered as an option to begin with, is to

increase the speed of ballot counting, increase the voting population through convenience and

simplify the voting process. Nowadays, society is looking for the easiest, most economic, and most

convenient way of life. Through online voting people would be a step closer to achieving these

desired goals. The simpler the voting process, the more people are going to vote, since they would

not feel as if they are taking away from the productivity of their day just to vote. With a higher

percent of the population voting, more people’s opinions would be heard, which would assure the

population’s content. Despite Estonia’s success, nations are still hesitant to completely go online due

to the security and privacy issues. However, in a combination of Estonia’s success since 2005 along

with the current COVID-19 pandemic, countries have begun considering and debating online

elections and voting more than ever.

Actions Taken Regarding Online Voting

Estonia, Switzerland, and the United States have been the largest players when discussing

the issues of online voting. Estonia has been the first country to have online elections implemented

and functioning since 2005, reducing the corruption index and lowering the criminal rates. Even

though it might not be a direct causation, when the citizens are heard and the people in power are

selected by them, people are content with where their lives are headed. This decreases the crime

rates, and due to the power and support being given to politicians they do not need to fight, lie or

cheat their way into parliament. Switzerland has had multiple projects and tests to work on the

usage of online voting, however, after feeling unsafe they shut down, leading to the programs

developing a safe system. Even though it is not using online voting, Switzerland is one of the

countries working on the development of a safe program in order to implement online elections as

soon as possible. The United States of America has been working on the development and

implementation of online voting since 1881 when the first systems were patented. However, in the

2020 elections, online voting was not accessible unless citizens were away from the country. Most

countries nowadays have the option of online voting when citizens are away, however the mass
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voting system needed in order to sustain full online elections is still being developed around the

world. The concerns with large scale elections being held online arise due to the mass technological

monitoring required to decrease the chances of hacking and tempering with the votes. With smaller

elections, less people vote and therefore are easier monitored. The systems being currently

developed are going to be safer and more stable, therefore less strict control would be required.

Timeline of Events

Date Event

1881 Anthony Barenek patented the first voting machine for general
election in the United States.

January 8, 1889 The Punch Card System idea was first introduced by Herman
Hollerith. The system uses punched cards to gather data for a
Census of the United States. Though the system was not used for
elections, this technology was the foundation for the voting system
created in the 1960s.

November 19, 1892 The Lever Machine was first used in New York, United States. “They
were as much of a high-tech solution to the problem of running an
honest election as computer tabulated punched-cards in the 1960s
or direct-recording electronic voting machines in the 1990s.” -
Douglas W. Jones, PhD

1962 Optical Scan Ballots were First Used in California, United States.
“Using a mark-sense system developed by the Norden division of
United Aircraft.” - Douglas w. Jones, PhD

1974 Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) Voting Machine was created.
Zieblod, Kirby, McKay et al. elaborated a concept for the Video voter,
an electronic voting machine. The system was one of the first
direct-recording electronic voting systems used in real elections.

1988 The first reports warning of problems with pre-scored punch cards
came out. In his report “Accuracy, Integrity and Security in
Computerized Vote Tallying”, Roy Saltman claims “The use of
pre-scored punch cards contributes to the inaccuracy and to the lack
of confidence… It is recommended that the use of pre-scored punch
card ballots be ended.” However, the system continued until large
issues in the 2000 US Presidential Elections, and in 2002 the system
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was banned by the Help America Vote Act.

1990 The Federal election Commission (FEC) released the first standards
for computer-based voting, also known as VSS.

1990s Electronics Corporation of India and Bharat Electronics
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) is an aerospace and defence Indian
electronics company. The usage of electronic voting and EVMs was
invented and tested by BEL in the 1990s. In 1998 and 2001 the
systems were introduced in Indian elections as a phase and test.

1990s The United Nations has been supervising or conducting important
elections in countries such as South Africa, Mozambique,
Timor-Leste, Cambodia, and El Salvador.

November 7, 2000 The 2000 Presidential Elections raised problems with the punch card
voting system, in Florida in particular. Due to suspected inaccuracies
in the counting method with the punch card system. Inaccuracies
had been occurring for years, however in the presidential elections,
with an extremely close ballot count between the opponents, the
punch card system became a real inconvenience.

October 29, 2002 Georgy Bush signed the “Help America Vote” Act, which was the first
law to specifically address voting technology.

2003 France began offering online voting for certain citizens abroad.

2003 Ontario, Canada, implements online elections for municipal
elections.

2004 Switzerland implements online elections for 15 cantons, for a limited
part of the electorate.

2005 Estonia Implements online voting for all citizens. Despite low usage
the first years, nowadays up to 47% of voters use online methods of
casting their vote.

2008 Nova Scotia, Canada, implements online elections for municipal
elections.

2011 New South Wales, Australia, began piloting online votes for certain
citizens (with disabilities).

2013 France began offering online voting for all citizens living abroad.

November 2018 The canton of Geneva announced in June 2019 that online elections
would no longer be available.
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2019 Northwest Territories, Canada, became the first jurisdiction in
Canada to use online elections for provincial and territorial
elections.

2019 First test of remote electronic voting in the election of deputies to
the Moscow City Council.

13 November 2020 The General Assembly implements special policy stating that they
will be, “adopting draft resolutions and decisions when it cannot
hold in‑person meetings under ‘the most exceptional
circumstances’, such as a COVID‑19‑induced lockdown.” The decision
passed with 123 countries in favor, 19 against, and 29 abstentions.

September 19, 2021 Russia tested the remote electronic voting system and is preparing a
report on the results of the test.

Major Countries Involved

Estonia

In 2005 Estonia became the first country to officially allow online voting for all citizens, and

only 1.9% of voters used the electronic system. However, since then, this method has massively

popularized as in 2019, 43.8% of all votes were conducted online. In the span of 14 years, not only

did more people began using the internet as a voting system, but the overall percentage of the

population who voted also increased. This does not only allow more people’s opinions to be heard,

but also increases the support of the chosen leader making people generally happier with their

government. This leads to an improvement in the system, as it functions more easily. In 2005 about

490 thousand people voted; in 2019, that became 564 thousand people. Online voting has made it

easier for people to vote as it is quicker and saves time. Estonia is considered the first successful

example of online elections that has maintained this method of voting for the longest time.

According to Senior Researcher of Technological Studies, Kristjan Vassil “at least three elections are

required before internet voting starts to diffuse. Thus, new voting technology is inclusive rather than

exclusive means of political participation and has the opportunity to bridge societal divisions".

A further success is that Estonia has been able to maintain a corruption index with a score of

75, which is close to clean. Since one of the largest concerns in regards to online elections is the

increase of corruption and maintenance of cyber security, Estonia proves that it is possible to

implement this system. Furthermore, since the implementation of online voting, crime rates have
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significantly decreased. Even though a correlation could be observed there is not a definite

causation. Despite that, the rate lowering demonstrates that people are less likely to result to crime

and therefore are satisfied with their life, the conditions of which are provided by the government.

“Homicide rate of Estonia fell gradually from 11.2 cases per 100,000 population in 1999 to 2.1 cases

per 100,000 population in 2018.” Even though the voting system was implemented 6 years after the

statistic, the decrease and maintenance of low crime rates could have a certain causation from the

new and more inclusive opinion of the citizens.

Switzerland

Despite the progress made in Estonia, countries are still hesitant to implement online

elections in their system, and there are those which tried implementing the system but were

unsuccessful in sustaining it. Online voting was part of the strategic plan of the Swiss E-Government

and Since 2004, 15 cantons have offered internet voting to a limited part of their electorate.

In 2019 internet voting was offered in ten cantons and could choose between two systems:

Geneva’s system and Swiss Post’s system. However, based on a decision in 2018, as of mid-2019, the

canton of Geneva, would no longer be available. Additionally, Swiss Post announced on 5 July 2019

that their individually verifiable system would no longer be offered. However, Swiss Post is currently

developing a system with complete security and verifiability, but currently Switzerland has no

available online voting.

The Federal Chancellery and the cantons have produced a joint final report on the redesign

and relaunch of online voting trials. They took note of the steering committee’s final report on 18

December 2020. Additionally, the report has tasked the Federal Chancellery with the gradual

implementation of the new redesign measures and to present a draft consultation document

containing the necessary amendments to the legal bases. Once these amendments have been made

and the systems independently tested, e-voting trials can be relaunched. Despite the trials and

intentions in implementing the online elections system, Switzerland is still unconvinced, until a

foolproof system has been established.

Russia

This year, remote electronic voting will be used in six Russian regions, including Moscow. At

the same time, the Commission will be examining nine applications from regions that wish to
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participate in the pilot project. According to plans, nationwide online voting should be introduced as

soon as 2024. Online voting was tested for the first time in 2019, and in 2020, residents of Moscow

and the Nizhny Novgorod region were able to cast their votes electronically.

Legal implementation of electronic voting into Russia's election system took place during

2020's trial runs, when President Vladimir Putin signed a law on remote voting in elections on May

23, 2020. With the new laws Russia has paved the way for a transformation of the election system

into a process based on information and communication technologies (ICT) and the internet.

However, the idea of remote electronic voting is highly controversial and many countries

have maintained doubt in the system. There are advantages – such as, for voters abroad, comfort in

voting and for voters with disabilities. So, an important benefit of digital technology in elections is

cost savings from reduced costs of production and distribution of ballot papers, as well as reduced

poll worker time.

Australia

Australia provides multiple ways of voting varying on location and whether people are voting

before or during voting day. When voting beforehand, there is a list of polling sites people can go to

vote on site; if citizens are overseas they can go to stationed voting sites listed a couple weeks

beforehand or by post; citizens can apply for a postal vote on AEC website; finally, AEC mobile voting

or phone voting are option for disabled people or hospitalized patients where postal or in-person

voting is a complication. Even though there are not many options for virtual voting before the day of

elections there are still certain options, and starting with disabled people is the first step into the

incorporation of universal online elections. For voters casting their vote on the day of elections the

only possibility is voting in person at a polling site. Australia has not been widely open to online

elections as it comes with dangers, challenges and mistrust, however regions such as New Wales

have been more inclined to try out the innovative manner of casting people’s votes.

USA

The United States of America has been the first country to begin the revolutionization of the

voting process, initiating the first electronic voting system and developing new systems for nearly

two centuries, however, they have still not incorporated online elections into their systems. For now,
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the USA has used online voting for the military, citizens abroad, or disabled people. In some state

elections online voting has been available, but very rarely. The main voting options have been postal,

electronic, and paper ballots. However, America has also been working on developing a system

trustworthy enough for them to use. It will still take time to implement a fully functioning online

election system, but by following the example set by other countries the USA has been able to set

the base for the adoption of a sustainable system.

China

According to data taken on January 27 20201, Asia is the second continent by usage of

mobile ballot boxes with 40% of the voters, after Europe which has 59% of mobile ballot users. In

China, however, online elections are not yet available. China is known as one of the most

technologically developed countries from the XXI century, despite that, it is still not completely warm

to the idea of online voting. In 2014 candidates began conducting their political campaign virtually as

well as in person. Slowly, China has been warming up to the idea of electronic voting, however it is

yet to implement such systems.

South Africa

As of July 14, 2021, South Africa provides a completely online voting system for the upcoming

elections in October. The Electoral Committee has established the online voting system so that

citizens can register and then amend or update their vote. This system also has a One-Time-Pin

security system which prevents multiple registrations. People scan their ID or input it and receive a

code of confirmation; then, they can revise their vote. By the use of a Progressive Web App the

voting system ensures that citizens can access their vote through any device despite model, age or

type. This new way of voting is a leap of trust as it has never been used before and the Committee is

hoping to increase voter turnout despite COVID-19. There will be over 23 thousand voting sites open

to aid citizens cast their vote or help out with the new online system. With the precautions taken the

government is hoping to ensure maximum security and still be able to hold elections and maintain

their integrity.

Morocco

In 2017 Morocco established the Maroc Digital 2020 strategy which was enacted in order to

aid the country ease into the technological era and adapt. An important part of digitalization is
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facing the same issues as other countries and battling them as a united front. Following some

countries’ lead, as of 2015 Morocco has held virtual registration for citizens across the country. Even

though online elections have not been established the Moroccan government is working towards

implementing a system resembling virtual voting. ARNT held a survey in 2018 showing that 93.5% of

the public owns a cellphone and 74% have access to the Internet. Even with just using those

statistics it can be seen how the implementation of online voting would reach a majority of the

population and would end up increasing the voter turnout, since in 2016 only about 45.5% of the

population went to vote. All in all, Morocco is slowly working towards the implementation of online

voting; however it is still trying to work out political, economic, and social issues as a priority, and

postponing universal online elections.

Brazil

Brazil first tested out electronic elections in 1996, and in 2000 it became the first country to

implement all electronic voting. The motivation behind this is because paper ballots hugely risked

fraud and corruption, compromising the election’s integrity. Though they have not switched to

online (mobile) elections, electronic voting is a huge and daring step forward which many countries

are not willing to take. Other than the election’s integry a large motivating factor was the large scale

handwritten ballots which took time to read and in some cases were practically unreadable. Brazil

shows that with the motivation and the willingness, any country, despite the scale, can implement

electronic voting and soon maybe even online voting. The issue with online voting in countries such

as Brazil is that there is a large part of the population living in rural areas and underdeveloped

neighborhoods, making mobile devices a luxury instead of a necessity. Therefore, for such countries

electronic voting is the best option, making voting accessible for the largest number of people.

Canada

Online voting in Canada has been developing since 2003. Unlike Estonia, Canada has worked

online elections into their regional and municipal elections, instead of the large country-large

elections. In 2016 Canada used online elections in a plebiscite on electoral reform PEI. The municipal

online elections have been utilized in more than 200 local elections. Next to Estonia, Canada is one

of the largest users of online voting. Even though it has not incorporated it into mass elections they

have been taking slow and steady steps into secure and safe elections. When discussing the
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different ways of using online voting, Canada has incorporated different methods depending on

regions. For example, in most smaller municipalities full online and mobile voting is adopted, and

registration is not required; while in larger provinces a combination of paper and online voting is

used and voting registration is obligatory in order to keep the elections’ integrity. Canada is

constantly working towards a larger and more adopted system of online voting and hope to soon

implement a universal online voting system around the country, even for large scale elections.

India

India has been one of the first countries to always adopt new democratic innovations, such

as universal suffrage and the usage of EVMs, therefore online elections should also be an expected

development. Tharoor, Congress leader, agrees with the adoption of online voting, however it may

not fully represent the party’s opinion. Even though he supports the innovation and development of

online elections he also states that the largest issue and reason virtual voting is not available, yet, is

because “ mistrust will always be whether the government of the day will be able to interfere or

manipulate the votes in some way.” However, Tharoor also includes that there are possibilities, “we

could probably experiment in one by-election or in a small state and see how it goes." India has

established the building blocks and all necessary developments in order to adopt online elections,

such as: posting ballot as a way of remote voting, the Election Commission of India (ECI) working on

the development of the best and most secure system, and the poll panel working constantly on

“blockchain solutions to enable remote voting.”

Iran

This year Iran held their Presidential elections and in 24 cities there was the option of

electronic voting. Something interesting was that in the capital city Tehran electronic voting was not

an option. This is because that same day, in the capital, 6 different elections and the government

had decided that electronic voting would cause a system overload and large confusion in the

citizens. When conducting or changing into online elections countries should consider this and

decide which regions should use virtual options in voting. This could create a balance and make

nations feel safer. However, it could also cause malfunctions and issues when counting the votes

and mixing the virtual and paper ballots. The head of council Seyyed Kazemy stated, “The Central

Council for Monitoring over the Elections of Islamic Councils agreed to hold elections electronically
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in 8 big cities and 16 provincial capitals”. This shows how the council has considered the inclusion

and modernization of cities around the country and not only the large and famous ones. This helps

when it comes to the mass integration into the technological era and the further development of

society.

Japan

In 2002 Japan first introduced e-voting and since then 10 local governments have used the

system over twenty times. However, the only elections eligible for e-voting have been for the

election of head of local government or council members. Even though the system has been present

for so long, Japan still feels hesitant and insecure when it comes to the safety and integrity of their

elections. There are multiple phases to go through in the implementation of the newly developed

and evolutioned electronic voting system, however, in the third “phase, a standard internet

connection, not a dedicated line, would be utilized as each individual’s computer is used. Thus

security issues are unavoidable.” When issues are faced in the second and third phases of the

system and are unavoidable the government sees it as a threat. Therefore, for now Japan will be

conducting e-voting options for regional elections.

The Relevant UN Treaties and Resolutions

Resolution A/75/L.7/Rev.1

Due to the exceptional COVID-19 outbreak, the UN GA has made a social decision to adopt

electronic voting in special occasions, in November of 2020. “By the text, which was introduced by

Liechtenstein on behalf of the main sponsors, the Assembly decided that Member States may vote

“in favour” or ‘against’ or indicate “abstain” through an electronic means provided by the Secretariat.”

The UN has since been using online voting to make their decisions, and even though they have not

implemented it permanently, resolution A/75/L.7/Rev.1 states that in occasions where in person

voting and decision making is unavailable, online votes will be cast. This promotes the usage of

online elections for more nations since hesitant countries are more inclined to implement online

elections if they are reassured by the UN or have multiple successful examples.
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Resolution A/RES/72/164

The UN has been working and aiding countries since the 1990s in conducting their elections,

and recently have been more seeked out by countries such as Afghanistan, Central African Republic,

the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Iraq, Nepal, Sierra Leone and Sudan. The UN’s assistance has

been regulated closely by the General Assembly by the resolutions A/RES/74/158 from 2019 and

A/RES/72/164 since 2018. There are multiple types of assistance offered by the United Nations,

however the most commonly asked for is Technical Assistance. Despite what it sounds like, it is not

whether the elections are electronic or not, but about the actual conducting of the elections and the

ballot counting. For now, the United Nations have aided countries with their voting and incorporated

online voting in the UN system under certain conditions, but have not medaled in the decision of

countries on whether or not they should implement any system of virtual elections.

Previous Attempts to Solve the Issue

DARPA is a United States funded government agency; it is one of the many organizations,

government funded, working on the safety and development of new technological systems,

including that of online voting. In 2017, Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA), held

the first System Security Integrated Through Hardware and Firmware (SSITH). It’s objective was “to

develop hardware design tools that provide security against hardware vulnerabilities that are

exploited through software in DoD and commercial electronic systems.” Since then, the organization

has been making constant progress and altercations to the system, primarily hardware for now. In

2019 DARPA stated that they “will bring a demonstration version of a secure voting ballot box

equipped with hardware defenses in development on the SSITH program to the DEF CON 2019

Voting Machine Hacking Village.” Another organization funded by the United States is USAID. They

also have been working through the process and the development of an online voting system that

will be safe to implement. USAID in a report, Chapter 2.2, go through the steps necessary to

establish the most compatible system. This could be valuable on a global scale as it could be the

base of the universal system that can be secure enough to ensure online elections can be

conducted. Though the particular systems suggested by these two organizations might not be the

ones used, they can certainly be crucial to the development of the desired system.
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In the University of Ibadan, Nigeria, research on the Online Voting System With Biometric

Authentication for UI Elections has been conducted since 2015. This system has been discussed and

now in Nigeria the online voting program is being slowly implemented. Biometric authentication

provides the safety from corruption with the ballots and defends the integrity of the people. Even

though it does not defend from outside hackers this system deals with the issue of possible voting

fraud. This assures the citizens that their true opinion is considered. Through the system there is

only one registration per citizen, occurring online.

Possible Solutions

Possible solutions could include funding and the collaboration between nations in order to

establish and implement a global online elections system, with maximum security. This would

require the ultimate agreement between countries and their willingness to implement these

changes. There will be countries hesitant to put their faith in a new system; however, to proceed

forward into the technological era, the implementation of online elections would be of great

importance. Another layer added to this solution, could be a universal online voting system. That

way any new updates can be shared between all countries and any challenges and danger would be

faced by all countries together. When the countries are united, battling the same issues it is more

likely that the solution is easily achieved. Furthermore, when there is one voting system there would

not be any confusion within the citizens on how to proceed with the voting, making it easier and a

smoother process. This way, with the collaboration and work towards one system, it can be with

maximum security and all countries would be able to take this step into the technological era of

elections together.

A different method in assuring the safety of online elections could be volunteer countries to

try out a completely virtual election system to test out the safety of the procedure. Even though

Estonia has proven successful, it has not been enough to fully convince others to implement the

online system into their voting. With more successes, those hesitant countries would be more

inclined to adopt the modern method of holding elections.

Additionally, many nations will feel reassurance if there were procedures in the pre-voting

period taken. Such could include, sample voting polls, strengthening communication through all

regions of the country, and obtaining the best possible estimation on the amount of votes expected
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in order to prepare the system to handle the mass information collected during elections. System

overload can be a large problem during universal elections and it would be crucial to prevent

malfunctions.

Even though these solutions sound straightforward, it would be incredibly difficult to put

into action considering the necessary agreement and collaboration between all countries.

Furthermore, there are less developed countries which may view this issue as less important and

may refuse to collaborate. Delegates should consider their country’s perspective when discussing

this topic, as there are ranging opinions, each having separate issues.
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